15 November 2017

To Whom it May Concern

I’d like to congratulate ProEdu Int’l Company Ltd for having launched an ERP simulation program called “Monsoonsim” which facilitates students with an “experiential learning” process through role playing in running a company. The flow of real-time information across departments integrates the ERP processes into a single system providing a process of visibility, analytics, and efficiency across every aspect of a business which makes the simulation and training very meaningful.

I’d also like to appreciate the ProEdu Int’l Company Ltd for having conducted a trial workshop for more than 30 HKUST students who have benefited from the 3-hour simulation and competition held on 24 Oct 2017 with very positive and encouraging feedback from the students. I am pleased to invite the company and the trainers to conduct further workshop for our students at HKUST.

I’d also like to recommend ProEdu MonssoSim simulation workshop to organizations which would like to promote team work skills for their members and am confident that they will find the tool and training valuable.

Yours faithfully,

Donny Siu
Associate Director, Entrepreneurship Center